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CLEANING CONVERSION UNIT

Many businesses and individuals have a need for a simple (yet powerful) rotating tool to clean dirty surfaces.

This new invention offers a powerful cleaning solution, which utilises the mobility of common small-business and domestic garden tools. It is designed to assist the cleaning of dirty surfaces, including but not limited to dust, moulds, stains, grease and oil, etc.

PRIMARY COMPONENTS

It is made up of two main components, being a “drive unit adaptor” (hereinafter referred to as the “Adaptor”) (refer Annexures Fig 2) and a “drive unit base” (hereinafter referred to as the “Base”) (refer Annexures Fig 1), which enables a replacement fitting to most brushcutters (otherwise known as whipper snippers as the case may be) of different makes, for the purpose of attaching various forms of either a ‘BRUSH, SCOURER, SANDER or MOP’.

SIMPLE FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

The Adaptor and Base replaces the flexible nylon-string head, (or blade as the case may be), commonly used in most brushcutters. The base is designed with a square drive that fits straight onto any square-drive brushcutter. In addition the Adaptor is designed to convert hexagonal drive brushcutters to square drive to accept the adaptor Base. The adaptor utilises the original nut to secure the Base. Once attached, the Base accepts a variety of either a brush, scourer, sander or mop attachment by pressing firmly onto the newly attached base.

The first part of this simple conversion is achieved when the existing head is removed by unscrewing the central (outer spool) lock-nut. The Adaptor is then attached to the outer spool of the Brushcutter. The Base is then attached to the Adaptor and the lock-nut screwed back in place.
MATERIALS

The Adaptor and the Base will be made of compressed or injected polypropylene or nylon to comply with ASA design standards and regulations.

DIAGRAMS

To assist with understanding this invention, diagramatic reference will be made as follows:-

Annexure 1: Shows the side elevation of the two (2) components of the invention, being the Adaptor (refer fig 2: drive unit adaptor) and the Base (refer fig 1: drive unit base).

Annexure 2: Shows the side elevation and measurements.

Annexure 3: Shows the top elevation of the Base fig. 1(a) and the Adaptor fig. 2(a).

Annexure 4: Shows the bottom elevation of the Base fig. 1(a) and the Adaptor fig. 2(a).

Annexure 5: Shows all the components and accessories that will attach to the head of the base.

BASE COMPONENTRY (refer Annexure 5)

Numbered references to the description as follows:
1 Base head surface for attachment of cleaning accessories.

The cleaning accessories are attached using a unique industrial strength velcro-style product, that enables a firm and secure fix in accord with Australian safety standard requirements.

2 Void internal area for fixing nuts.

The internal surface is recessed 20mm (depth) and 50mm (wide) to accommodate different size screws and lock-nuts of differing models of brushcutters.

3 Outer drive shaft unit.

The drive shaft consists of a 34mm circular body (width) by 33mm (length).

4 14mm locating hole.

The drive shaft incorporates a 14mm centred hole for easy assembling.

5 19mm square female internal drive.

This square female internal drive is compatible to many square drive arbors fitted to straight drive brushcutters.

6 19mm square male drive.

This square female internal drive will accept the square male drive of the adapter unit (refer fig.2).
DRIVE UNIT ADAPTER

7  

6 lug Drive Unit Adaptor.

The 6 lug Drive Unit Adapter (fig. 2) will fit into the body of most bent shaft whipper snippers. Installation of this unit will enable conversion of hexagonal drives to square drives, and therein the attachment of the universal base (fig. 1), by sliding the female square internal drive (ie. Item 5) over the male square of the Adapter (ie. Item 6) as previously explained.

8  

Lugs

The lugs clip into the brushcutter/whipper snipper unit as per the original head that is to be removed.

9  

11mm locating hole for the adaptor.

The 11mm hole will centralise the adaptor on the shaft.

10  

Base of internal surface (locking nuts).

Once fitted together, check that the threaded shafts are through far enough into the void cavity [ie. item 2] to be able to tighten the nuts and secure all the components tightly.

11  

Cut lines 5mm spacings to shorten drive units (if required).

If the threaded shaft is below the lock-nut securing surface (ie. inside the void referred to at Item 2) there are three (3) cut lines marked at 5mm spacings. To enable utility of this product by most brushcutters, a total of 15mm can be removed to lower the components onto the shaft.
ADAPTORS TO FIT MULTI-PURPOSE SCRUBBERS TO BRUSHCUTTERS

This invention provides for an extension of the use of brushcutters (also known as whipper snippers) by the attachment and use of specifically designed Adaptors for the fitting of a multi-purpose base for the utility of various orbital scrubbing, cleaning and sanding devises.

The claims defining the invention are as follows:

CLAIM 1. A cleaning conversion unit which is made of a drive unit adaptor (hereinafter referred to as the “adaptor”), a drive unit base (hereinafter referred to as the “base”) and various rotary attachments such as, a brush, scourer, sander or mop.

CLAIM 2. The drive unit adaptor comprises a circular plate with six (6) castellated teeth. In addition the drive unit adaptor has a fixed central square fixed drive shaft with a centred locating hole.

CLAIM 3. The drive unit base referred to in CLAIM 1 herein is comprised of an enlarged round head with a flat base to which a hook and loop product (similar to velcro) is attached for the purpose of fixing the various cleaning attachments. The base is approximately 58 millimetres tall and comprises further a circular stepped driven shaft which has a square drive recess centrally located at the top of the base unit. On the attachment fixing surface, centrally located in circular form is a recessed (approximately 20 millimetres) fixing surface for the locating wing nut.

CLAIM 4. The attachments referred to in CLAIM 1 herein comprise:

(a) Circular scourers [disks] having a diameter of approximately 125 millimetres and a thickness up to 50 millimetres, said standard plastic and/or nylon disk which is pre-manufactured by way of interlocking woven thread and which may be provided in a range of grades of coarseness (treated). To enable the proper attachment of the disk to the hook surface of the drive unit base, the disk provides on one spherical surface, a compatible material which enables fixation to the hooking mechanism.

(b) Circular sanding disk having a diameter of approximately 125 millimetres and a thickness up to 50 millimetres, said standard disk which is pre-manufactured by way of interlocking woven thread [or other treatment] and which may be provided in a range of grades of coarseness (treated). To enable the proper attachment of the sanding disk to the hook surface of the drive unit base, the sanding disk provides on one spherical surface of the sanding disk a compatible material which enables fixation to the hooking mechanism.
(c) Circular brush head having a diameter of approximately 125 millimetres and a thickness up to 50 millimetres, said brush head which is pre-manufactured and which may be provided in a range of grades of bristles. To enable the proper attachment of the brush head to the hook surface of the drive unit base, the brush head provides on one spherical surface, a compatible material which enables fixation to the hooking mechanism.

(d) Circular mop head having a diameter of approximately 125 millimetres and a thickness up to 50 millimetres, said mop head which is pre-manufactured, may be provided in a range of grades. To enable the proper attachment of the mop head to the hook surface of the drive unit base, the head provides on one spherical surface of the mop head a compatible material which enables fixation to the hooking mechanism.

(e) Any other attachment not referred to herein which may by effect utilise the rotary nature of the invention together with the utility and power of the brush cutter.

CLAIM 5. The drive unit adaptor referred at CLAIM 1 attaches directly to the driving spindle of the brush cutter (or whipper snipper as the case may be) by turning and locking the castellated teeth into the notches of the brushcutter spool.

CLAIM 6. The drive unit base referred to at CLAIM 2 is then attached to the drive unit adaptor by inserting the male “driven” shaft of the drive unit adaptor into the female “driving” socket of the drive unit base. The multi-purpose cleaning attachments referred to at CLAIM 4 herein, are attached to the drive unit base by pressing the attachment onto the hook and loop surface of the drive unit base.

CLAIM 7. The parts of the invention described herein in CLAIMS 1 through 6 as herein described with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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The international application does not comply with the requirements of unity of invention because it does not relate to one invention or to a group of inventions so linked as to form a single general inventive concept. In coming to this conclusion the International Searching Authority has found that there are six inventions:

1. Claim 1 is directed to a cleaning conversion unit made of a drive unit adaptor, a drive unit base, and various rotary attachments such as a brush, scourer, sander or mop. It is considered that the drive unit adaptor, drive unit base, and various rotary attachments such as a brush, scourer, sander or mop comprises a first "special technical feature".

2. Claim 2 is directed to a drive unit adaptor comprising a circular plate with six castellated teeth, a fixed central square drive shaft with a centred locating hole. It is considered that the circular plate with six castellated teeth, fixed central square drive shaft with a centred locating hole comprises a second "special technical feature".

3. Claim 3 is directed to a drive unit base approximately 58 millimetres tall comprising an enlarged round head with a flat base to which a hook and loop product is attached for the purpose of fixing various cleaning attachments, the flat base having a centrally located recessed (approximately 20 millimetres) fixing surface for locating wing nut, a circular stepped driven shaft having a square drive recess centrally located at the top of the base unit. It is considered that the drive unit base approximately 58 millimetres tall comprising an enlarged round head with a flat base to which a hook and loop product is attached for fixing various cleaning attachments, the flat base having a centrally located recessed (approximately 20 millimetres) fixing surface for locating wing nut, a circular stepped driven shaft having a square drive shaft having a square drive recess centrally located at the top of the base unit comprises a third "special technical feature".

4. Claim 4 is directed to attachments comprising circular scourers (disks), circular sanding disk, circular brush head, circular mop head each having a compatible material enabling fixation to a hooking mechanism. It is considered that disks having a compatible material enabling fixation to a hooking mechanism comprises a fourth "special technical feature".

5. Claim 5 is directed to a drive unit adaptor attaching directly to a driving spindle of a brush cutter (or whipper snipper) by turning and locking castellated teeth into notches of a brush cutter spool. It is considered that a drive unit adaptor attaching directly to a driving spindle of a brush cutter (or a whipper snipper) by turning and locking castellated teeth into notches of a brush cutter spool comprises a fifth "special technical feature".

6. Claim 6 is directed to a drive unit base attached to a drive unit adaptor by inserting a male "driven" shaft of the drive unit adaptor into a female "driving" socket of the drive unit base. Multi-purpose cleaning attachments are attached to the drive unit base by pressing the attachment onto a hook and loop surface of the drive unit base. It is considered that a drive unit base attached to a drive unit adaptor by inserting a male "driven" shaft of the drive unit adaptor into a female "driving" socket of the drive unit base, multi-purpose cleaning attachments are attached to the drive unit base by pressing the attachment onto a hook and loop surface of the drive unit base comprises a sixth "special technical feature".
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Since the above mentioned groups of claims do not share any of the technical features identified, a "technical relationship" between the inventions, as defined in PCT rule 13.2 does not exist. Accordingly the international application does not relate to one invention or to a single inventive concept.
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